


Reading 

Innovation 

during 

New 

Normal



Reading - is  the process of looking at a series of 

written symbols and getting meaning from them.

Innovation- is a process by which a domain is 

renewed and brought up to date by applying new 

processes, introducing new techniques, or 

establishing successful ideas to create new value.



Why are 

Students 

Falling 

Behind in 

Reading? 



There are many reasons as to why students are falling behind in reading. According to Bridging the 

Literacy Achievement Gap Grades 4-12, family income and reading achievement are closely linked 

(Strickland & Alvermann, 2004). Poor children are more likely to become poorer readers than children 

from high-income families. Families with low-income may not be able to afford books and educational 

games for their children to practice with at home.

Problem in Teaching Reading in New Normal set up.

-No Face to face assessment for reading.

-One on one teaching not allowed.

-Monitoring Comprehension scores in modular set up, not reliable.



Reading Intervention 
on the New Normal BUDDY SYSTEM



Buddy -Someone who provides friendly help to 

someone.



A reading buddy 

program is a flexible 
concept that easily 

adjusts to the resources 
and needs of your school, 

your students, or any 
other English language 
learning organization 

you are involved with.





.

Pandemic Buddies

Reading Buddies

Reading can be carried out using a 

number of different partnerships.

Teacher and pupil

Parent and child

More advanced peer and skill 

developing child.



Pandemic Buddies

-Chatmate

-Call mate

-Textmate



Teachers can pair 

low-fluency and 

comprehension readers 

readers with high 

reading fluency and 

comprehension 

readers.

•BUDDY SYSTEM

•Virtual Reading 
Buddies



HOW?

-- PRE-TEST RESULT

-PHIL-IRI RESULT 

-READING COMPETENCY REPORT 

REPORT FROM PREVIOUSE 

LANGUAGE TEACHER

•BUDDY SYSTEM

•Virtual Reading 
Buddies



-ONLINE MEDIA FLAT FORM
FACEBOOK MESSENGER
GOOGLE MEET/ZOOM

-CELLULAR PHONE FOR TEXT 
MESSAGES AND PHONE CALLS

Pandemic Reading 

Buddies

WHAT TO USE AS MEANS OF COMMUNICATION



.

Pandemic Buddies

Online Reading Buddies

-Teachers can pair low-fluency and 

comprehension readers with high reading 

fluency and comprehension readers.

-The Pandemic buddies will be working 

virtually through social media instead of in 

a group or a large class face to face, 

there is less social pressure and   

embarrassment over disfluencies.



BUDDY SYSTEM

BUDDY
buddy



ADVANTAGE of  Buddy 
System

FOR THE buddy

-Reading with Buddy can offer a low-
pressure way to practice their skills. 

-Dialogue can feel much more natural 
to read aloud with a partner.

-Receive One-on-One Support

-Foster a love of reading



ADVANTAGE of Buddy 
System

FOR THE BUDDY

-Build Confidence

-Act as a Mentor

-Practice Leadership Skills

-Improve his or her own 
communication and instructional 
skills, by assuming the role of the 
teacher.



Benefits for 
Both  
Buddies

•Practice Authentic 
Reading

•Engage in Meaningful 
Discussions about the 
Text

•Develop social skills 



How to start

1.Establishing a routine for students to adopt so 
that they know the step-by-step requirements 
for engaging in reading with their buddy.

-Will they read out loud simultaneously? 

-Will they take turns with each person 
reading a paragraph? a page? 

-will one person read while the other 
person listens?



2. Teaching 
students an 
error-correction 
procedure to use 
when 
supporting each 
other's reading

• Before beginning Buddy system reading activities, 
educators can hold a class discussion about positive 
ways to support and correct classmates. 

• Examples of rules include 

"No interrupting" or "Be respectful," 

while suggested phrases could be "You might 
want to try…" or "This is pronounced…" as opposed to 
"You’re wrong." 

-Setting up rules for positive feedback from the outset 
helps make partner reading a safe space for struggling 
readers.



3. Offer feedback and 
praise frequently for 
correct reading.

• Quietly praise often while 
your partner is reading.  You 
don’t want your voice to 
dominate the story, just a quiet 
reassurance they are doing well.



4. Monitor and support students as 
they work.

(Report Journal, Buddy Conference)



3.  It is important for children to not just 
read to finish a story but to be able to 

recall what they read. (The Buddy acts as a 
teacher to his buddy.)



THE ROLE OF THE BUDDY

Ask a variety of questions, start with 
simple details. 



THE ROLE OF THE BUDDY

Ask a variety of questions, start with 
simple details. 



THE ROLE OF BUDDY
After Reading ask the buddy to retell the story. 

• What happened at the beginning of the story? The middle? 
The end?



THE ROLE OF BUDDY
-Give Questions that Deepen the connection on 

read.





ITS’S TIME TO TRY TO BE A buddy. (try to read 
this!)







The Answer is:

BOOK





The Answer is:

educator/
teacher



What will 

happen next?

Look at the Picture

A B



What will 

happen next?

Look at the Picture

A B



Which could happened in real life

A B


